Terms and Conditions
Destin Low Cost DJs Guarantees
 1 DJ/Emcee: Will make all announcements and mix all music.


Back‐up Personnel: In the unlikely event that your DJ/Emcee is injured or has an emergency
preventing him to be at the event, a replacement Destin Low Cost DJ employee will be sent
to your event.



Attire: The DJ/Emcee will come professionally dressed with slacks, buttoned down shirt, and
closed‐toed dress shoes.



Arrival Time: The DJ/Emcee will arrive a minimum of 90 minutes before the start of the
event. This time is not taken away from your “booked” entertainment time. It is just part of
our service.



Sound System: We have multiple sound systems to fit any guest count. The appropriate
sound system will be sent to make sure all guests can hear clearly.



Back‐up Gear/Music: The DJ/Emcee will have back‐ups of both equipment and music to
continue the event in the unlikely scenario that a piece of our hardware fails.



Music: Our library is 60,000 songs strong (and continues to grow). We have every genre
covered. In the event that we can’t find a song requested, you have the option of letting us
borrow the requested music which we will return at the completion of the event.

Cancellation
The customer may cancel this service upon prior written notice to Destin Low Cost DJs. If Destin
Low Cost DJs receives Client’s written termination more than fourteen (14) months before the
Event, the entire deposit shall be refunded. If Destin Low Cost DJs receives the customer’s
written termination less than fourteen (14) months but more than six (6) months before the
Event, 50% of the paid service is non‐refundable. If Destin Low Cost DJs receives the customer’s
written termination less than six (6) months or less before the Event, the paid service is 100%
non‐refundable.
Inclement Weather
The customer understands that it is assuming the risk of inclement weather, including rain,
thunderstorms, hail, ice, and wind. In other words, the customer understands that if it plans the
Event to be outdoors, the customer is assuming the risk that the weather will not cooperate and
no refunds will be made to the customer. In the event of inclement weather, Destin Low Cost
DJs agrees to use its best efforts to work with the customer to determine how to proceed and
whether alternative arrangements can be made. The customer understands and agrees that
Destin Low Cost DJs makes no guarantee that alternate arrangements will be available; the
customer further understands and agrees that alternate arrangements due to rain or other
inclement weather will cost more money and are NOT included in any prices paid or set forth
in this Agreement. Notwithstanding the provisions of this paragraph, the customer is not
assuming the risk of weather that rises to the level of a natural disaster such as a hurricane or
tornado; such disasters are covered below.
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Disaster
Both parties shall be excused from performing hereunder to the extent the Event is cancelled or
postponed as a result of any disaster which occurs and is beyond their reasonable control,
including, without limitation, war, fire, action of a governmental entity, oil spill, hurricane, or
tornado. In the event of such a disaster, monies paid to Destin Low Cost DJs will be returned to
the customer or another date for the Event may be scheduled if available.
Permission to Use Images
The customer grants Destin Low Cost DJs permission to display images of the Event as an
example of Destin Low Cost DJs’ work, including the display of images on Destin Low Cost DJs’
website.
Attorneys’ Fees
In the event of a dispute between the parties, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover
from the non‐prevailing party any and all costs including reasonable attorney fees, incurred by
the prevailing party. Such relief shall be in addition to any other relief, award, or damages to
which the prevailing party may be entitled.
Additional Obligations of the Customer
The Customer agrees to provide (either through themselves or the caterer or venue) 1 six foot
table, 1 table linen as well as 1 chair for the Destin Low Cost DJs’ DJ/Emcee. Also, if the event is
outside, adequate lighting and shading is required. The customer will also provide 1 dinner
plate for the Destin Low Cost DJs’ DJ/Emcee.
Overtime
If you decide you want to continue the event past the pre‐paid for time, you can do so by paying
the DJ/Emcee cash prior to the overtime period at $100/half hour. No credit card or check
payments are accepted for overtime. Cash Only.
Gratuity
The pricing does not include gratuity for the DJ/Emcee. The amount is at your discretion.
Generally, it’s 18‐20% of the paid for service.
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